Munich Brain Course 2019
Munich, March 15th – 16th 2019

The Munich Brain Course is a yearly event which is held, since 2014, every spring. The next Munich Brain Course in 2019 will take place from March 15th – 16th.

It was considered important to provide content in a concentrated form and therefore on only 2 days with no loss of content. The German part (Intensivkurs Neuroanatomie) and the English part (Munich Brain Course) run in parallel. You are registering for one language and its related lectures (see programme on the website). As in the past, not all neuroanatomical topics can be displayed in one course, so each year has its own focus.

Our regular courses aim at teaching anatomy based on their application in the neurosciences. Speakers accomplished in anatomy, pathology, physiology, neurology, neuropsychology, neurosurgery, and neuroradiology present applicable knowledge from their fields of expertise. Supervised dissections of brain specimens in small groups complete the lecture program. Further, microscopic slides and findings from macropathology are demonstrated.

Venue:
Institute of Anatomy, University of Munich
(Anatomische Anstalt der Universität München)
Pettenkoferstr. 11, 80336 München
Germany

CME-Points BLÄK:
Approximately 18

Course fee:
595,-- € including VAT

Number of participants:
Maximum of 55 German and 45 English speaking participants

Registration and detailed programme:
www.munichbraincourse.eu

Contact:
info@munichbraincourse.eu
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